NM283 980714 Give God a chance to work - Open yourself up, if you can’t I’ll try to open you up
SUMMARY MEDITATION:
You were born as a dirt, you live as a dirt, and you die as a dirt, and you go to dirt and still you are not learning something is going on
wrong somewhere. Your smiles and your songs is the way of life. You should feel free. Give God a chance to work, He is in your
heart.
I went there to hear the echo of my heart, it’s such a dancing thing in the chest you can’t believe it. You know what it was saying? Very
well, very well, very well, very well, I said, “Wah, he is speaking.” If you ever see the echo of your heart, this is what he says, very well,
very well. Open yourself up, if you can’t I’ll try to open you up, all right.
(Student: Laughter.)
Kriya 13 minutes: YB: Please lock your hands and you see tip of the nose, the
Jupiter point should be there where the tip is about six inches away, right this.
We are going to put tape ‘Har, Har, Har, Har Gobinday.....,’ at every word of Har
and Gobinday, you will press all these five fingers like Har, Har, Har, Har,
Har, Har Gobinday, simple. Watch, watch,
(Student: Laughter.)
YB: Well, you know I have to prepare you what should I do, I love you very much,
that’s why I didn’t allow to the cancellation of the class.
(The tape ‘Har, Har, Har, Har Gobinday....”)
YB: (Talks over music.)
YB: Equal pressure remember, equal meridian pressure.
Take (?). (?). (?) sit where I can see you.
Whisper.
Bravo, keep up.
Inhale, inhale deep.
(The tape stops).
(44)Inhale, inhale, inhale, inhale, inhale, deep, deep hold, look at your being as conscious being and whistle out up to the last you can.
Inhale deep again, stay, hold it, experience your ecstasy, now whistle it out. Inhale deep again, hold it and put all your pressure on
the tip of fingers and bring the whole body into synchronization, Parthahar, cannon fire out, relax
Audio 16,45 minutes

LECTURE
... Cookies will be served tonight for whose birthday, nobody knows anyway.
Your life is your life because you cannot control your life for yourself, that’s why your life is always challenged by others. It is a act of
being a thief, when the master of the house cannot control the house then thieves find a very easy time to plunder and that plundering
you call action of life.
Actually if you are alert and you know your boundaries, you know your conception, you know your projection, you know how to move,
you have all the manners, you have the commitment and the character nobody can touch you. I am not saying they will not try, they will,
but they won’t go anywhere. Specially woman who is not flexible, alert, well-disciplined and cannot confront the passage of life with her
total dignity such woman end up in pain. She has no aspect to blame anybody, actually speaking fact she claims the misery. Man who
get rid of the shallowness claims his courage, is compassionate, and straightforward, there is no power on the earth which can make him
poor or undermine him.
So there are certain basic characters, certain basic concept, we are trying to make it religious, we are trying to make it philosophical, we
are trying to make it God send a messenger, and God send us also but if we do not know how to take care of ourselves nobody is going
to take care of ourselves.
We want to cash everything in our life we should not miss the take, mistake is a foreign word to us, why we commit mistakes? We are
slaves of our misunderstanding, we do not trust compassionately the very act of God, we do not follow the sense of growth of this
universe, we positively limit ourselves into our own pigeon holes, and expect it everything will be all right, it doesn’t work that way. You
have to always find yourself, but you and yourself is eleven, you yourself not is one. You shall not be helped by mother nature and
heavenly fathers when your ego totally contains you in a box and locks you over and throw the key in the ocean. If you think you are so
and so, so and so, so and so, so and so, it makes no sense and if you think you are person on this planet with all there is then you will
move correct.

God is infinite He is not going to be limited, you are limited and you have nothing to do with God. Your joy is your home, your
marriage, your children, your money, your food, but technically when you are not universe and your behavior doesn’t reach out the
universe you are rude person. And everybody, the tragedy is everybody can see your selfishness, but will not like to say a word.
When you cannot support yourself from inside from your guts then you seek outside help. You need a friend, a boyfriend, a girlfriend, a
husband, a job, all that there is for what? To be secure, but don’t you know when you are insecure in your side outside security cannot
help you?
Where is God? God is in your deeds, you can deed the God for you if your action and reactions are godly you can deed the God.
Your tragedy as a human is if you do anything good or bad you expect a reaction. If in this moment you do what you are doing and do
not react or expect a reaction, you shall be safe. You have the power to insult yourself or you have the power to insulate yourself. Your
emotions are so bizarre and naked drama of you that even the thick head person who doesn’t make any sense will know where are you
coming from. Your anger, your bad manners, you are not compassionate self, you don’t care, your boasting, and your lies shall be
known to everybody, nobody can hide that. I do not understand why there are so many religion and so many ministers, and rabbis, and
swamis, and yogis, and, all that why people have not stopped living lies. You want to know why?
Because we remember yesterday, we are worried today, and we are afraid of tomorrow. Yesterday is already gone, let it go, today is
already today, you are already facing it, tomorrow doesn’t exist because tomorrow will become today to face you. So when you have to
face today as today then don’t bring your drama and your experiences from the past and from the future, face today as today. And get
out of the drama to be not to be but get to the words to be, to be, I am, I am. Majority of us suffer because we never like to see
ourselves to ourselves that we are made in God, we are made in ourselves. We ignore the higher power and we end up in a ditch-my
house. Explain to me what house? You have bank loan, normally you would have paid seven hundred dollars rent monthly, now you
pay fourteen hundred dollars, what they call thing?
Student: Mortgage.
YB: Mortgage, then the landlord would have maintained it, whitewashed it, whatever damn thing, now you have to do it. And thirty
years later, thirty years later, that house can be in your deed name. And you have already paid three to four time more, calculate.
Student: (---).
YB: Two hundred thousand dollars house at the rate of...,
Student: (---).
YB: Seven percent in thirty years, how much you pay?
Student: Six hundred thousand.
YB: Aah.
Student: Six hundred thousand.
YB: Three times, three times. Exactly you are a very qualified and registered fool.
(Student: Laughter.)
YB: Exactly.
You did everything good in the eyes of God, and the akashic record gave you a human life, exactly it is just like that house. You did not
own that house straight and you paid three times and you did not own yourself when you pay 8.4 million lifetime cycle which means
cockroach, which means eel, which means pigeon, which means rat, if you do not understand the impact of it, watch Discovery channel.
(Student: Laughter.)
YB: Watch it you will love it. And all that there is, (?) path of all that there is was your life too, it is not untrue.
Your facility and faculty of life totally brands you into a situation. Why we need a teacher for? We don’t need teacher to love him, and
make him a boyfriend or girlfriend, we don’t need teacher for any benefit. But there is one benefit you cannot get out of it until you
have a teacher and that is judgement. A teacher who does not judge you is not a teacher and you are not a student. And the judgement
of the teacher is very free, frank and straightforward. That is the most horrible job, most unconventionally miserable job, because
teacher knows what has to be done and the student knows teacher doesn’t know anything. They go to teacher to be loved and
appreciated, and smiles, and they do service and bring him gift to make him happy. If there is a teacher he is never happy, this is all
means communication. Teacher is happy when you wring your neck and kick your ass and tell you, you are a piece of shit, and wakeup
and this is wrong, this is wrong, this is wrong, this is right, this is right, this is right. Now if we talk like this in normal society teacher and
student have a special privilege like attorney and client, but otherwise it’s either sexual harassment, or verbal assault, or those kind of
things. Therefore how good a teacher may be like swami, what is that we used to have peacock feathers?
Student: (---).
YB: Muktha Nanda got into a lawsuit because they took somebody neck and said, “Meditate, meditate, meditate,” the guy went into
ecstasy.
So after hour or two he woke up and his friend, girlfriend (?) that boy sued him, that he has physically harassed her. Nothing happened,
case got dismissed, but after that Muktha Nanda had a bunch of peacocks in his hand, those feathers and he started blessing. That man
till death did not touch any one human.
That is why in the west you can’t afford a teacher. Your egoes are bigger than your skin, your emotions are bigger than your God, your
fantasies are bigger than the entire planet earth including the space with it. You are my dear so shallow that everybody because of your
existence, behavior can see through you as a see through cloth. Tragedy is you are so naked that nobody feels that is worthwhile in

taking you or turning you around, very funny. Watch your friend sometime talking about you and your are not there, this is how they
talk. ‘I don’t want to tell you my experience, she is a bitch but many of you perhaps know it is true,” and the other one say yes, yes, yes
you know, we know, we all know. She is so unpointedly idiot I really hate her but she is my old friend, (?) we don’t tell her, you shut up,
don’t say anything, let her be what she is and that is your real introduction. I saw two boys talking together, he said, “You love that girl?”
He said, “Yep, she is my schoolmate we have been together.”
He said, “She is my schoolmate too.”
He said, “What are you talking about?”
He said, “Well, I want her.”
He said, “I want her too.”
And he said, “How can we both have it?”
The boy said, “It is very simple, let us pool our resources and money and let’s both start pursuing her. Whosoever will get it will be very
facilitated for the second one.”
This was their approach of love and sex.
A pure identified commerce with no moral and ethic, no depth and commitment, no grace whatsoever. We are very emotional people,
more than animals. Animal impulse comes when it as a need, our impulse come when we don’t need anything. We have no self-control,
self-control and self-discipline freaks out before two things. Sexual relationship and personal ego. It is a requirement of the human body
to facilitate its communication with everybody and learn from there what best can be. Taking that best as a base human can reach
infinity. Infinity is not for us to lose sight of; we have come from infinity and we shall have to go to infinity. All finite structure here, all
what you are leaning on and depending on are worthless, useless. All your sexual trips are nothing but your own cosmic flow or failure.
All your children without discipline you are training something it is your permanent headache; when a child is born, take two bottle of
Tylenol and keep it with you.
Life is based on one knowledge only-how to potty train yourself and not stink. And those whose children are not correct or husbands
are not correct, and wives are not correct please potty train each other in social atmosphere, in manners. How to go, how to sit, how to
lift the (?), you know, this is the first training which every child gets, but you are in a very definite problem. You buy love which is not
sale and you try to cover the events without wisdom, so it become nuisance.
There is no fault with innocent children, they are born, they are not, not meant to do anything. I have experiment with a girl which is
almost according to all assessment impossible. All right, I said, “Be with me,” and now the same girl is most intelligent, cute, elegant and
she works as perfect as one can be.
One day question arose she is not tall enough and I was laughing, I said, “You are not tall enough so I can eat you fast.”
And there was a humungus laughter and she said, “You are mischief.”
I said, “Yeah.”
God made you the way He deems fit, that is the way you should be pleased and that is the way you should look around.
Sometime we worry about our enemies. No my dear, those enemies we don’t create here, they come with us. And mind you if you
count correctly and consciously your friends and enemy will always equal in number. There is a balance in everything which is created in
this earth or around by the nature. So those of you who feel that you can tilt the balance and get away with it, you are wrong. That is
what a pigeon can think, closing eyes (?) cat will pass away, time does not spare anyone and time is a very cruel teacher, it gets to those
who cannot master it. The mystery and mastery of time is perfect teacher who can reach out through all the shield you have got.
Therefore if a given teacher give you wisdom that is nothing more than the practice which has been gone through times, it protects you
being space out and in your fantasy, it protects you being downgraded and self prisoner. It keeps you free from being a prisoner of the
ribcage and you can enjoy fearlessly the universe, the beauty around you. Lastly, you have a tragedy around you it is your professional
nonsense. Once you get into a profession you forget there is a God, you forget there are people, you forget there are other things, you
are just a professional, neurotic, blind, idiot, good for nothing human being. And all you do is count your money and count your what
you have built on the earth.
You are so stupid dramatically and really, actually you are putting deep, deep, deep, deep, deep, tie in into the earth so when you die your
subtle body even cannot leave. You love your home, you love your children, you love your trees, you love your fruits, you love boots,
you love every damn thing and when you are going to go you don’t love to go because all your life you have practiced to love here, that’s
why every minister say, dirt to dirt. Have you ever seen a minister (?), dirt through heavens, no, there is no such language.
You were born as a dirt, you live as a dirt, and you die as a dirt, and you go to dirt and still you are not learning something is going on
wrong somewhere. Your smiles and your songs is the way of life. You should feel free. Give God a chance to work, He is in your
heart.
I went there to hear the echo of my heart, it’s such a dancing thing in the chest you
can’t believe it. You know what it was saying? Very well, very well, very well, very
well, I said, “Wah, he is speaking.” If you ever see the echo of your heart, this is
what he says, very well, very well. Open yourself up, if you can’t I’ll try to open you
up, all right.
(Student: Laughter.)

YB: Please lock your hands and you see tip of the nose, the Jupiter point should be there where the tip is about six inches away,
right this.
We are going to put tape ‘Har, Har, Har, Har Gobinday.....,’ at every word of Har and Gobinday, you will press all these five fingers
like Har, Har, Har, Har, Har, Har Gobinday, simple. Watch, watch,
(Student: Laughter.)
YB: Well, you know I have to prepare you what should I do, I love you very much, that’s why I didn’t allow to the cancellation of the
class.
(The tape ‘Har, Har, Har, Har Gobinday....”)
YB: (Talks over music.)
YB: Equal pressure remember, equal meridian pressure.
Take (?). (?). (?) sit where I can see you.
Whisper.
Bravo, keep up.
Inhale, inhale deep.
(The tape stops).
(44)Inhale, inhale, inhale, inhale, inhale, deep, deep hold, look at your being as conscious being and whistle out up to the last you can.
Inhale deep again, stay, hold it, experience your ecstasy, now whistle it out. Inhale deep again, hold it and put all your pressure on
the tip of fingers and bring the whole body into synchronization, Parthahar, cannon fire out, relax and read this.
This is something you should know, something which is happening around the world and Bibiji is going to go in my place and represent
it, but I just, I just cannot travel now. So that’s why the idea is to marry the young woman, so she can take care of things. That is the
main idea, otherwise everybody likes a mother, there is no problem one should marry boys twenty-five should marry thirty-two years old
girl, but the ideas are certain time and stage you become little useless and somebody should become activating, that’s why you call her
better half also. Because she take care of things when you don’t want to.
Student: Philosophy for new world in the Age of Aquarius presented by Yogi Bhajan, Ph.D., (?) science, religion, ethics in the 21st
century, topic-relative (?) and tolerance in the safe co-operation of social harmony, Geneva, Switzerland, August 18-21, 1998.
Philosophy for new world in the Age of Aquarius: From the beginning. In the cave age man lived from cave to cave. In those individual
shelters the clans created rules. Those who were found to be in violation of those rules were expelled and they in turn, create their own
clans, (?) own set of rules. Mankind became territorial. They started attacking and conquering one another, taking each other’s caves and
possessions. To protect themselves clans formed tribes and the tribes created tribal rules. Tribes too began to conquer other tribes and
the conquering (?) bonded with other tribes to create nation. Inevitably nations began to conquer other nations.
The birth of unity consciousness: World War I was born from the confrontation (?) territory. Out of World War I came the League of
Nations. However, people were not ready to be united and so it failed. World War II was the warpath of (?) territory and for the (?) of
humanity. The end of World War II brought United Nations which was the next step towards global unity. After World War II came
the communication age and the increasingly widespread use of computers. This led to e-mail to Internet and videoconferencing. The
world became excessively united, yet people were not speaking aloud what was in their heart. The result was (?) hypocrisy, fanaticism
and (?). From Woodstock to (?) youth in the sixties revolted against this established order. The revolutions (?) crashed the society in the
sixties with broken homes, broken hearts and broken families. Drugs (?) of sense of hollowness and frustration. But out of that
revolution came an evolution of the spirit and a new nation. The Woodstock nation was born. Collective openness prevailed, hippies,
(?) colored hair, strange looks, torn jeans and blouses without button. The youth turned all (?) of message to break away from tradition.
They used drugs to form bonds among themselves but the (?) result was the drug culture. Millions of lives were lost. This was a tragedy
of the Woodstock nation.
However, out of the (?) Woodstock came an eclectic new culture but the doors open to all, black and white, Jew and Moslem, Christian,
Anglo and native Americans. Some (?) groups born out of that (?) culture was (?) meditation, 3HO foundation, the spread of the (?)
western hemisphere and over thirty years of research by the 3HO foundation. We have found (?) and giving (?) to the drug high and (?)
artificially (?) experiences. Spirits can excel with our control ritual. (?) and they achieve success on every level, in their personal lives,
their careers, their finances in the family. As the youth were being brought up in standard religions revolted and came out to find their
own association (?) religious thought began to grow. (?) through the ancient traditions taught by the Dandgurus, the old orthodox (?).
Reborn Christians attracted many people from other religions. Reformed Judaism (?) and the new religious movement that was now (?),
voluntary enforcement of religious rules prevailed. Most significantly people joined (?) song of their own soul rather than (?) of culture
pressure. The consciousness became unbreakable and so we called them the Steelstock nation. Now the theme is individual tolerance of
individual faith bringing each other to mutual individual respect.
Sikh Dharma and 3HO foundation: Sikh Dharma of the western hemisphere is one example where everyone has gained, no one has lost
and all is free at no cost. Everyone finds their spirit and their mind. For them it was a victory of nothing (?). People committed to their
own…

Side – B
Student: for their own sake and their own excellence (?) the day. Out of many foundations we create the 3HO foundation-healthy,
happy, and holy organization which teach us Kundalini Yoga to open the Chakras, balance the tattvas and purify the goodness. This can
keep on the experience of an organic high, we told people the drugs are drag and the short experience of drugs cannot replace the
realism of spiritual strength. With drugs people explore and explode but shall not find ecstasy, so the drug called ecstasy came onto the
market to cover the phenomenon, it is just a hype. The book Kundalini Yoga the flow of eternal power by Shakti Parwa Kaur Khalsa
describes the state of emerging individual consciousness with infinite universal consciousness for maintaining a healthy, happy, and holy
life on earth. 3HO foundation (?) people from all walks of life, all faiths in religion, people (?) social orders and disorders, people with
the handicaps of aggressiveness, depression, split personalities, paving for attention with aggressive jealousy, sexual bondage (?)
perversion, freeness of sexual and social behavior, (?) rhythm and dance of the times was not (?) the stability impersonal depth needed to
face the challenge of human environment. Through all technology we have seen people walking out of the narrow gauge of life through
a broad gauge, (?) into travel the distance to the destiny to (?) thousand failures. A hundred thousand depressing thoughts, unfriendly
environments, social prejudice and spiritual fanaticism.
They broke out of individual confinement and became champions of (?) dialogue (?) them. A basic concept is that everything ever
practiced by (?) in the spirit of innocence has value in goodness for tomorrow. What guided us for instead of In God we trust we
offered educational, social and personal experiences which create the reality of in God we dwell. People’s psyches change in their
inferior self and inferiority complex is disappeared. They became normal thinkers, inspired philosophers and successful professionals,
doctors, engineers, scientist, and executives. With dignity they carried their individual and family responsibilities. Now they have socially
excelled and have started to (?) weight of the entire community outright. The rate of divorce has been reduced, broken homes and
suffering children have become a thing of the past. We are not saying everything is perfect. We have created a (?) healthy example and
an impressive (?) which we (?) everyone.
Training for excellence: We instituted women’s training camps and have the experience of expanding women’s (?), facility, (?) and
collective mastery of the self. Daily classes taught by Bibiji Inderjeet Kaur, Ph.D., and Yogi Bhajan Ph.D., have helped women regain
the status and grace. Out of that experience we have created a twenty-two volume of material which gives a details of that grace, which
have saved many homes, many women and many situations. Our experience also let us (?) men self confidence, self-excellence in the
interface perspective. They walk unique yet without fanaticism and with the spirit of inter faith in their heart. They are not only reach
out their own excellence but they share their experience with an open heart like missionaries have collective human grace. Those
teachings provide practical knowledge about being a man in all (?) and all relationships. They give techniques, vast (?) concepts and
simple and effective tools to help men achieve their excellence. In these teachings men realize an experience the inspiration comes from
woman and they learn to respect all women as mother, sister, or daughter abuse and disrespect for woman disappears. Teachings that
provide the technology for controlling the eighty four facets of the mind and serve the (?) the mind, its projections (?) multiple facets. A
resource for understanding the depth and dimension of human consciousness for all people.
In this (?) Peace Prayer Day was born based on the conviction that human should not have to face atomic destruction. Each year Guru
Ram Das Puri (?) directly across the mountain from Los Alamos national labs where the first nuclear bomb was created, we celebrate
peace per day, a collective day of prayer. Each year we select a person of peace. We honor their work and their ability to create a
positive effect people’s thoughts and heart. On that day we stand united (?) for mother earth and her blessed bounty. We create peace
(?) to help people become healthy, happy, and holy and each year we distribute a share of the profits from (?) to support those groups
working for world peace.
In 1998 we contributed fifty-five thousand dollars to seven groups working for peace. Recipients of contributions by peace cereals
include conflict resolution center international, grandmother (?) peace international, the nuclear age peace foundation, peace (?)
international, the family violent prevention fund, (?) volunteers of peace incorporated in fellowship of reconciliation.
The following form is written by a child of a eleven years whose heart cries out for peace for the children of the world.
Peace: Pain, agony and sorrow is a devil’s touch (?) the earth. From the grief of death to the joy of birth, a man walking down the street
who is filled with tears in defeat, a world where there is no love, where planes drop bombs from above, a world that has only war; from
the outer crust of the earth to the inner core, in the darkest mist there is one hope and that is peace; if it is not achieved death and hatred
will cease, that is by Angad Singh by 1997.
We can honestly say interface communication strengthens every soul, gives clarity to every mind and relaxes everybody. Under one God
we can become one world, one nation, one people, beautiful, bountiful, and blissful. This is the time in the cosmos when we are as stars
in one sky, with the sun as our guardian, the moon as our (?) our songs uplift and our smiles inspire religious unity and (?). These simple
thoughts are the result of thirty years of experience dealing with humanity in general and youth in particular. We (?) this who serve the
day and all of us in the future, may we all live in peace.
Class clapping.
Student: Okay, I did.
Following are the twenty two volumes of teachings we have produced for women:
1976-The technology of graceful womanhood, 1977-All things come from God, all things go to God, 1978-The beaming faculty of
woman, 1979-Comparative comprehensive communication, 1980-Depth, dimension and direction, 1981-The oriental woman, 1982-

Psychology of the graceful woman, 1983-Psychology of the invincible woman, 1984-The excellence of woman, 1985-Communication a
psychology impractical knowledge, 1986-The art and science of the successful woman, 1987-Crossing the crossroads of crisis, 1988-The
ultimate woman, 1989-Trust, (?) and temperament, 1990-The global woman, 1991-Rhythmic intelligence, 1992-The caliber of woman,
1993-The power of woman, 1994-The creative aspect of woman, 1995-The prosperous and successful woman, 1996-Looking into
oneself, 1997-Applied identity and the teachings for men (?) various volumes as follow: Talks with Yogi Bhajan, Insides of real man, (?)
and invocation of polarities, Growing as a man, The real strength of the man, Sex, success, and prosperity, The successful man, The
invincible man, and The blocks men can’t talk about.
Class clapping.
YB: It is a cute simple paper but it has a authority of experience, not a philosophy or fantasy and making a picture.
We have to go to Oslo, we have to go to Malta, we have to go to Geneva and then we have to go to Singapore and then she will end up
in India. So in this long journey she will participate as your representative, fact is they let the world know there is a hope, there is a
scope, and there is a future for which we don’t have to worry, we shall earn it as a matter of right. People who are very depressed for
longtime and do not change, we can only pray for them. Change is inevitable, it takes its course and it affects every energy and every
psyche. What God can do is, they put you for your Karma in His will to a place where you can change for higher self and smooth and
that is the greatest, gracious lord’s blessing. But some people are very stupid their ego is bigger than schemes and there fantasies are
bigger than their skin, they do not move, then they suffer and those suffering are so painful for the whole world whereas these beautiful
people would have sit in ecstasy and would have smiled instead of which they suffer. Their pains are humungus, their intolerance is so
beautifully exhibited among us that nobody likes it but nobody can help it. I’ll therefore ask you to understand this new age, the Age of
Aquarius do not hide under the Picean’s guilt, it won’t work.
It is very funny thing, once I and some person went to Golden Temple and where people wash their feet I touched the water, put on my
forehead, put on my lips and my eyes, and I went in, the other guy came with me just got late, I waited he joined me and he said, “God
Yogiji, God.”
I said, “Why are you making a face of a donkey, what God, God?”
He said, “That dirty water with bacterias, you know what it can do to you.”
I said, “Why don’t you drink it too?”
He said, “No way.”
Well, we were international moon, next day I got a call he wetted his bed and poop dried in it and I said, “I took the bacterias and you
took the sickness.”
He said, “I didn’t eat anything I was so healthy, but now this is what I am getting, I am just having a pain.”
So we immediately rushed the doctor, doctor came he gave him this medicine, that medicine, by 4 o’clock he couldn’t resist, he started
crying, I said, “Okay now should we just treat you and make you well or just you want another day.”
He said, “No, no, no not another minute.”
So we did that heating of the onions, turned them into a blended juice, put black salt in it and stick in him, his Delhi belly gone and in
two hours he was walking, talking and took three one ton soup and I said to him, I said, “If world lives by bacteria and germs and by
virus and by disease then God should not have made faith.”
He understood it, but still next day we went he couldn’t even look at the water he walked away further.
Yes, we do not have faith in us because we do not dwell in God. We are taught to worship God with a guilt, we are taught to worship
for needs, we are taught to worship God because we are stupid. God dwells in our heart, God dwells in our heart and in every pulse, and
every being of ours. We always try to separate ourselves from God, God has never separated Himself from us and now, now that means
what I say.
(Student: Laughter.)
(The tape ‘On this day....’)
YB: Blessed are those who serve, they are rewarded in the heavens and on earth in multiple ways and their light and grace spreads
through all four corners of this world. Blessed are those who are helpful, kind and compassionate, and with a beautiful smiles they meet
and reach each other’s heart, they are the oneness of the God, as a living being. Blessed are those who share their virtues and takeaway
the pain and the sadness and the sorrow of the others, they sit in the very lap of Almighty God as their blessed children. Blessed are
those who are born in God’s grace they live and they serve the legacy of time to create and leave behind a legacy, such are those great
souls which mark the path, so all can follow with peace, delight and tranquility. We as human being pray in our essence as God’s own
that God give us the strength of oneness and we can understand the meaning of Ek Ong Kar, Sat Nam.
Student: Sat Nam.
YB: Play, play that tape.
Aah, thank you.
Play, play boy, play.
(The tape ‘Ek Ong Kar....’)

YB: (Talks over music.)
YB: (?). I’ll try to see your (?).

